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Bereaved Parent Group
Footprint on Our Hearts
Grief to Peace (open group for all losses)
Hope and Healing After Suicide Loss
Men in Grief
Spring Into Healing Grief Retreat
Understanding Your Grief - Adult & Young Adult Groups
Young Widowed, New Beginnings, & Living Again

COJ Adult Support Groups Include:

Mending Hearts for Grieving Children, Teens, and Families
Support Group
Memorial Butterfly Release
Teen and Family Bonfire Night

COJ Family Programs and Events

School-based Bereavement Support
COJ supports 1000+ students through our monthly Children and
Teens in Grief School-based Support Program. Through our
partnerships at more than 43 local schools, we work alongside
administrators and counselors to build a grief-sensitive culture
where bereaved students and staff feel loved, accepted and
supported.

Shared grief can be complicated. Often family members don’t want
to burden one another with their grief, so they avoid the topic all
together. That’s where COJ comes in - to provide children, teens
and families with a safe space to grieve with one another. 
and equips families with tools for supporting one another.

Each year, COJ responds to crisis calls from local schools left
shattered by the death of a student or staff member within their
community.  In the past 18 months, COJ has responded to 20
different school crisis situations. In partnership with Cincinnati’s
SERA (Suicide Education, Research and Awareness)
Collaborative, our team of bereavement specialists work with
schools and our community partners to:

Offer crisis supports to students, staff, and administrators 
Provide bereavement consultation and education 
Support postvention efforts to ensure the safety, wellbeing and
health of students & staff
Partner with schools to develop bereavement protocols

At COJ, our Bereaved Adult Groups are designed to companion
someone navigating the death of a loved one, offering them refuge as
they navigate their grief while learning to rebuild their ‘new normal.’
Each of our groups is facilitated by trained volunteer bereavement
specialists with similar loss experiences.

Bereavement education & trainings
Grief in the Workplace Resources
Bereavement Crisis Intervention & Consulting
Custom-designed team support sessions

COJ Workplace Bereavement Supports include:

Not a problem. COJ offers individual bereavement support, family facilitations and community resources. 
Visit us at www.companionsonajourney.org to learn more.

 

Overview of Services

Each of us experience grief and loss at one time or another. As part of
our commitment to the community, we walk alongside local businesses
and organizations as they strive to support employees after the death
of a co-worker or loved one.

What happens when encountering death and loss is part of your job?
COJ is committed to supporting first responders, health care workers,
and other essential workers who serve and protect our community as
they navigate both personal and professional grief.

Targeted bereavement education & resources
Custom-designed team support groups
Individual consultation and crisis support

COJ services include:

 

“Some things in life cannot be fixed. They can only be carried.” —
Megan Devine

“In the United States alone, grief-related losses in productivity may
cost companies as much as $75 billion annually.” –Sheryl Sandberg

For those who prefer counseling in lieu of support group, at COJ we
have licensed mental health providers.

Child and Teen Grief

Family Grief

Crisis Response in Schools

Bereaved Adult Groups

Grief in the Workplace

Heroes Need Help Too! 

Not seeing a program that fits for you or a loved one?

“The family that grieves together, heals together.” – Sheila Munafo-Kanoza

COJ's Program

Behavioral Health CounselingComing soon!



8857 Cincinnati-Dayton Road Suite #002, West Chester, OH 45069
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Sheila Munafo-Kanoza - National Certified Bereavement Facilitator, Certified Grief Recovery
Specialist, Certified in Postvention to Suicide, Certified QPR instructor,Trauma Trained 
Ann Marie Kahwaty-Bogan MSW, LISW-S - Licensed Independent Social Worker, Trauma Trained,
Certified QPR Trainer
Faith Nicolet- Certified Bereavement Counselor, Trauma Trained
Catrina Spicer, MSW, LISW-S- Licensed Independent Social Worker, Trauma Trained, RTS Certified 

Our Crisis team consists of highly trained individuals in the field of trauma, grief support and post-vention.

We collaborate with our community:  Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center, MindPeace, SERA
Development Team, AFSP, Life Span, Talbert House, pastors, youth ministers and other mental health
professionals. 

Crisis Response/Post-Vention to Suicide
COJ offers ongoing support to children, teens and adults following the death of a loved one or someone in
the community.  Our Crisis Response Team offers support from the time of the initial call and works with
the school personnel, students, parents, media and families for as long as needed. 

Best situation- As part of our regular school based program, we ask schools to review this plan yearly
and offer a prevention program called “QPR”.  

When we receive a call: 
We at Companions on a Journey begin our work by becoming prepared prior to going into the school to
assist school personnel, students, and parents.  We learn as many facts as possible.  We validate feelings
and emotions and look for children who may be at risk.  

We make ourselves available to the school for the week of the crisis; attend visitation, funeral.  We offer
support groups for the students for the first several days or first week, then follow up on a weekly basis for
4 weeks tapering to a monthly basis for as long as needed.  Our programs are offered to follow students
through their graduation if needed.

We recommend that schools offer support to children and teens 
who have been traumatized by death.

Crisis Response 

Our prayers are with you and the community you serve.



Intake call - confirmation of death, gathering of information -- Debriefing phone call usually comes from
the school, counselors or a person in the community.
We ask if there are any students who may be at higher risk.  (See listed outline below in point  #6.)

For an illness, it is important to support your students and provide answers to the questions they may
have.
For a suicide, we encourage schools to post on their website links to available tool kits from AFSP and
tips to help parents.
SERA - Suicide Education and Research and Advocacy is currently sending out packets. 
Review of cultural, religious beliefs:  a brief overview is given to school personnel.
We meet with the staff to go over their crisis plan, making sure teachers are prepared and know what
they need to look for with their students 
We offer a parent sessions including “Understanding Your Child/Teens Grief Session" as well as QPR
sessions, and other prevention to suicide sessions to the community to help in the prevention of suicide
and to educate on the warning signs.  
Two (2) groups are provided:  one for the students, the other for staff.
Counselors from the school and community are on hand to provide support for one-on-one's with any
student displaying at risk behaviors or for students closest to the situation. 
Media coverage – needs to be handled by the principal or appointed spokesperson.  Cameras should
not be allowed on the grounds, and students should be instructed not to talk to the media.  There must
be respect for the family and bereaved needs.   With a suicide, coverage is a delicate matter; we believe
that this is a time to educate.

1. When COJ is called into a school following a crisis due to various types of death: illness, car accident,
murder, or suicide, confirmation is needed and as much informational details as allowed to help
prepare us for the work ahead to stabilize the situation.

When we are not called into a school and have been notified by someone in the community, we contact the
school via email or phone call. (Note: We do not just show up to assist or bother the school with numerous
phone calls.  Rather we make one phone call and send an email to offer our support with helpful information
as well as our prayers.)

We will assess the schools we currently serve as the death of a student or teacher can have a ripple effect
in our community, church communities, youth groups and places of employment. 

2. We do a review of the crisis plan asking what is the school’s plan of action.  Our job is to look
through a different set of lenses as we are more grounded coming into the crisis rather than being in the
midst of the crisis.

We ask the question “how many have suffered a death due to illness, an accidental death, murder,
suicide, or death similar to the crisis we have been called in to assist with”.

3. Provide the school with information via email and hard copy.  Have the school confirm the
information being shared.  School is asked to make someone the point person to contact the families and
offer support. School packets of information to be shared with the community  



Those students and staff members who are family members, siblings, cousins who attend the same
school or another school.  If there are children at other schools who were closely related to the person
who died notification and possible support is offered to other schools depending on the situation and on
our availability.  We have assisted several schools in one school district following a death. 
Those students and staff members who may have been involved with the person who died. 
Those students and staff members who may have experienced a death.
Those students and staff members who may have a life threatening illness or have a family member
battling a medical condition, mental illness or depression. 
Those students and staff members who may have suffered the death of a loved one:  parent, sibling or
friend.
Those students who have experienced or are experiencing significant trauma or major life stressor. 

Allow the feelings, emotions to flow, tears and anger.
BE aware of the present situation--is there anger towards a person or feelings of blame, guilt etc..
The room should have Kleenex, water, snacks, paper and markers to write notes or to create a sign for
the family.
There is a power of connection by allowing students to come together.
There may be a need for two groups, depending on the demographics or situation.  Most of the time we
allow for larger groups to help limit the stigma of suicide.
Have school personnel members with you, a counselor, teacher, or someone from the school who is
connected to the kids so that when we are gone, there will be an avenue for them to connect.  If there is
a staff member who has been bereaved by suicide and if they are willing, they might be a good person
to be part of this group.

Introduce yourself; touch base on your experience if you've known someone who has died by suicide
and share why you are there. 
Ask students to sign in--this needs to be asked throughout the day.  
Share why you are there--share that if at any time their feelings are too big to manage there are
counselors and people on hand to help them.  

4. We create a safe place at school for students to meet with our crisis team.  We partner with the
schools mental health team and together we assist students.

5. We allow the students to come and cry, and share their feelings and emotions.

6. We look at the demographics - family members, neighbors, classmates, and teachers; what schools
may have students who are being affected by the death; who are the closest family members, friends,
neighbors, and classmates; did anyone witness or receive a phone call from the person who died; and we
make sure any surrounding or private schools are contacted either by the school or COJ and that they are
sent post-vention materials.  

Children, teens and adults who may be at higher risk or who may have a more difficult time are: 

Stabilizing students, depending on their culture, there may be different degrees of emotions
displayed. Cultural grief needs to be reviewed and information given back to the school.

Groups



Become present to their feelings and emotions.
Become aware:  stop, look and listen.
Be observant of how the students respond. Are they withdrawn; are they over-expressive; are they
cradling themselves; are they extremely shy; how they are dressed, etc.
Talk about the many possible feelings.  Ask them what they are feeling.  Talk about fears.  What is it
that they fear.  Talk about where they are emotionally--stress levels allow this sharing to be portholes to
educate and validate their feelings and emotions.
If the crisis is post-vention to suicide, at some point when the suicide is confirmed, address suicide.
Have students come together in a circle and share what they are experiencing.  Ask how many
have ever suffered the death of a parent, sibling.  Then ask who has experienced or known someone
who has died by suicide.   
Ask them about their friend, what made him/her special, what did they like the most about their friend,
special memories.
If an illness, it is important to identify students who have or have had a loved one battling an illness, or
who may have suffered the death of a loved one through an illness.
If the death was by an accident, it is important to address the fact that we did not have time to say
goodbye or that there may be unfinished business, such as an argument etc. If the death was by
suicide, look for ways to talk about suicide.  Explain it as an illness of the mind; that there are always
options.  
Help them to create a network. Ask them who this might be:  parent, guardian, friends, counselors,
teachers, etc.   Look for those students who seem to have no one. 
Ask the question, “Who will be there for you when you get home?”  Make sure parents are not out of
town.
Give them breaks -- this is intense grieving.
Allow students to know that this group is being offered throughout the day as some students may want
to go to certain classes or lunch to be with their friends.

Water and food are important as sugar levels can drop during extreme emotional times.  Share this with
the students.
Schools might want to provide snacks or a pizza lunch for the students; local restaurants might provide
a pizza lunch—this is up to the school to call for food.

Ground Rules:  CONFIDENTIALITY, RESPECT
Throughout the day, there will be different ways in which you can engage the students to share.  Below
are some of the ways we have found that help the teens to share.

Students may want to go to the class that they shared with the deceased.

As you see the intense emotions, allow them to flow but look for breaking points to ask what the
person who died may have been like in class, or what were their favorite things.

Address Grief
Everyone grieves differently.  Talk about how there will be the close friend having a difficult time--yet there
may be someone who may not have known the student who will be completely torn apart.  This may be
due to past events that may have been triggered due to this death.  



Offer hugs, if welcomed and allow students to share what brings them strength.  Kids love HUGS
Ask if anyone has questions; ask if they've been to a funeral, if not talk about it.
LISTEN 

Debriefing after school 
Set up “Understanding Your Child/Teen Grief Sessions" for parents.
Suggest the importance of QPR or other programs such as “Steps to Last” or other trainings to help in
the prevention of suicide.
Suggest that schools post information to help grieving children and teens.
Continued support throughout the week
Be present at the visitation, funeral.
4-5 week sessions:  Grief in a Bag Series 

Spiral of Grief - Creating a Balance
Protective Wall - Segments of Grief
Masks or Body Scans
If You Could Walk in My Foot Steps this is What you See- What bring them Hope
Picking Up the Pieces- Giant Jenga  

Be prepared for students who may be extremely depressed, may be suicidal, and need help.

Topic: The Spiral of Grief and Creating a Balance (Using a Slinky)
This session talks about and shows a person that in life we will all face moments where life is unbalanced.
We talk about the importance of creating balance, we share with everyone that throughout life a person
may feel like they are off balance and at times may feel like they are bottoming out, we explain that with
time and talking out our feelings most of the time we will spring back up.  We encourage the students to
name the people, places and things they can turn to when they feel life is weighing us down.  

We talk about what weights them down and what bring them us. We discuss how most people in life go
through difficult moments and that nothing in life is worth ending their life.  We talk about when life is not
springing back or if they feel like things are hopeless explain that there are people here to help them to help
them create a network of people who care.  

Address Illnesses, Accidents, Murder, and Suicide
Talk about illness of the mind; compare it to cancer, diabetes, heart disease; share with them that mental
illness is treatable and yet often due to the illness of the mind that person is unable to see through the
darkness. Again, we stress that nothing in life is worth ending you life.  

Many will share their faith; some may have faith questions, and others may not believe; acknowledge that it
is okay to let them take the lead.  Great strength comes from their peers.

Find ways to compliment the students and to help them find creative way to reach out to the
bereaved family or to support their friends.
 

8857 Cincinnati-Dayton Road Suite #002, West Chester, OH 45069
(513) 870-9108 | companionsonajourney.org

We're here for you.

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
800-273-8255



Crisis Response: How We Help.

Confirmation and informational details are

needed to help prepare us for the work

ahead to stabilize the situation.

When we are not called into a school, we

contact the school to offer our support with

helpful information as well as our prayers

We do a review of the crisis plan asking

what is the school’s plan of action. 

Our job is to look through a different set of

lenses as we are more grounded coming

into the crisis rather than being in the midst

of the crisis.

Provide the school with information

via email and hard copy.

School packets of information to be

shared with the community

 

We create a safe place at school for

students to meet with our crisis team.  

We partner with the schools mental

health team and together we assist

students.

 

We allow the students to come and

cry, and share their feelings and

emotions.

They need to be loved, listened to

and to know that they are not alone.

CREATING  A  SAFE  SPACE

REVIEW  OF  CASE  

PROVIDING  EDUCATIONAL
INFORMATION

CONFIRMATION  OF  DEATH

WE  LOOK  AT  DEMOGRAPHICS
COMPASSIONATE  ENVIRONMENT
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Family members

Neighbors

Those impacted

Family members

Friends

Who are the closest
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Classmates

Teachers

Neighbors

Classmates

Participating in school groups

Attending community memorial

events

Counseling services  

We offer ongoing support as needed

and indicated by school. Ongoing

support services may include:

ON  GOING  SUPPORT
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In everyday life, we feel a sense of control. Our internal locus of control allows us to have a routine that is comforting and safe. With
the pandemic, many people feel an external locus of control - a feeling that we are vulnerable and that something larger than
ourselves has taken over our lives. While this pandemic has compromised our lives in some ways, we can still provide for ourselves
and our families a sense of control. It is important that we identify where our controls are in these situations and establish a foundation
where we can feel powerful to reduce the stress and anxiety infiltrating our lives.

While there are certainly many areas that may feel out of your control, we want to help you to focus on the things that you can control.  
Areas that you can control include things such as your schedule, healthy eating, sleep patterns, connecting with friends, and
completing schoolwork.  Others areas to explore may include finding the time to check an item off your long list of to-do's, listening to
new music, revisiting an old hobby, changing things around in your work or living space or learning a new skill. These are all things
that are in your control right now.

Locus of Control
Ann Marie Kahwaty-Bogan MSW, LISW-S
COJ Clinical Supervisor

Where is your locus of control?

Try this...  
Write down what is in your control and what is out of your control.
Review the list and try to focus your energies on those that you can control.

In order for us to feel empowered, we must first feel that we have a sense of control. This is a mindset that you and your family can
adopt as you journey though this global pandemic.

8857 Cincinnati-Dayton Road Suite #002, West Chester, OH 45069
(513) 870-9108 | companionsonajourney.org

We're here for you.



Give your child the choice of attending/not attending 
If possible, discuss in the advance whether visitation will have an open or closed coffin 

Explain who may be at the funeral  
Explain what people may do at the funeral 

Mourning is the outward expression of grief 
People grieve differently and will have a wide variety of feelings and emotions – that is
completely normal 

Explain death  
Use words such as “dead” and “died” 
Avoid “loss” or “asleep” 
Death is irreversible  
All functions end at death; the deceased does not feel hunger, pain, or cold Everything that is
alive eventually dies  

Accompany your child/teen to the funeral if possible

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Losing a loved one is never easy, something that you might want to protect your child from. However, just
like adults, children need an opportunity to say goodbye, so giving them a choice of whether or not to
attend a funeral and preparing them ahead of time are important factors to consider. Here are some simple
tips on how you can help prepare your child to go to the funeral of a loved one/friend.

Preparing and Supporting
Grieving Children, Teens
and Students 

Visitation and Funerals: How Parents and Teachers Can Help

For Teachers, Faculty, and Staff:

For Parents:

Attend the funeral to support students  
Do NOT be afraid to approach students  
Do NOT ask “are you okay”, rather ask reflective, open-ended questions such as “How long have you
known ___?”  
Let students know you are there for them 
Be vigilant in all areas where the memorial/funeral is being held 
Be watchful of students who are alone. Acknowledge them



Be aware if your child withdraws, cannot sleep, or has school difficulties 
Structure is very important  

Get them back on routine as soon as possible, but realize that this is a new normal  
Become present your child’s present moment  

The time you have for them may not be when they need you; you may need to adjust your
schedule for when your child wants to talk 
Ask them what they want from you 
Know they may not want to talk about it 

Reassure your child that nothing they did/did not say or do caused the death 
If you experienced a death when you were younger, this can help:

 “I cannot imagine the pain you are going through, but I know what I feel. Can you tell me about
what you are feeling?” 

Remember that new grief can be overwhelming – let your child be angry, upset, or sad  
Confusion, difficulty focusing, denial, shock, numb, anguish, relief are all normal symptoms of grief 

Talk to your teen about negative coping mechanisms, such as drinking, drug use, and driving
too fast 

Share with them safe outlets for their emotions  
Continue offering support for days, weeks, and even years  
Be aware that children/teens need: 

Outward signs of support (hugs, pat on the back) 
To know they are not alone 
A stable home environment  
To be loved, listened to, and understood

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
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For Parents: How to Support Your Child/Teen After a Death



Shock/Numbness: Comes as you enter the spiral of grief and can last from hours, to days, to months
depending on the type of death. 
  
Protest/Denial: May come as the shock begins to wear off.  It is not unusual to think you’re having a
bad dream, wondering when you’re going to wake up.  People often say it feels as though
they’re watching someone else’s life.  You may even find yourself wishing you were dead.  This is a
common response, but if you find yourself planning out how you might die, it’s important to seek out
professional help immediately.  

Disorganization: May come as you begin to move through your grief. It’s not uncommon at this stage
to feel confused. As healing takes place, the reality of what has happened begins to set in. It is
important during this time to allow others to help you. I tell people this is the “ADD” time of grief.  During
this time, you might find the simplest of tasks to be difficult. As you accomplish tasks, pat yourself on
the back for the smallest of tasks are HUGE when you’re grieving. It’s important to get back to your
routine as soon as possible as this will help you to create balance. 

Reorganization: Comes when you search for new meaning in your life. “Who am I?”. You will realize
you have a choice: to allow grief to consume you, or to live, laugh, enjoy life, and to remember the
love shared for someone who will always be remembered.  If struggling to properly fully live, seek
professional help.  

Uniquely made, our minds are accustomed to everything happening in order. When life occurs out
of order, it can leave us dazed, confused, and numb. The death of a loved one does just that. It leaves
our minds disconnected and scrambling to find a way to reconnect.  

It is important for us to recognize the impact. In today’s society, our lives are fast paced. We need to allow
ourselves to slow down and let God help us to find hope, strength and healing through our grief. 

We often use a slinky to describe the spiral.  There will be many moments in grief where you will find
yourself moving forward and backwards, from revisiting your grief to rebuilding your life. Some moments,
you might feel as if you are bottoming out, and other moments, you will feel yourself springing back into
life. If you’re struggling to spring back, it’s important to seek out professional help.   

The impact of death leaves a deep sadness in your heart. It is a pain which enters your life like no other.
It’s a pain no one can imagine or describe until one feels it for themselves. With each death, the pain may
vary depending on many factors:  relationships, family dynamics, friendships and personalities. No two
people grieve the same.   

Companions on a Journey
8857 Cincinnati-Dayton Road Suite #002, West Chester, OH 45069

(513) 870-9108 | companionsonajourney.org

Understanding the Spiral of Grief

What is the Spiral of Grief? 

Characteristics of Grief



News of the death should be delivered by someone
close to the child.  This individual should already have a
stable, loving relationship with the child. 
Explain that the person’s body no longer works the way
it used to function. Their eyes cannot see, their ears
cannot hear, they cannot breathe, their heart doesn’t
beat, they cannot feel and their brain cannot think. 
Don’t try to say everything at once. Say only what your
child can comprehend or wants to hear. Let your child
set the pace of the conversation.  
In order to know how to help our children, we must first
understand our own feelings about death.
Use age appropriate terminology the child will
understand. 

Learning about the Death

A child who is old enough to love is old enough to
mourn. 
No child is too young to understand loss.  
Grief reactions may include: 
- Acting silly
- Lack of concentration
- Impulsivity
- Acting out/explosive emotions
- Apparent lack of feelings
Just like adults, there is no “right or wrong way to
grieve” and no two children will grieve the same. 

How Children Grieve

As adults, when someone close to us dies, we are oftentimes so caught up in our own grief, that we fail to recognize our children
are grieving as well.  It is not uncommon to feel at a loss on how to help children navigate their grief as you are in the midst of
trying to charter your own.

No matter how young or how old, anyone who loses someone feels the loss. Our abilities to understand and express our feelings
vary, but they still exist. Children will oftentimes hide their feelings in an effort to make the adults around them feel better. Children
do not want to contribute to the sadness of their parents or siblings.

Children may even blame themselves for the person’s death.  They may feel abandoned by parents or others who are grieving. If
they see parents crying over the death of a sibling, they may feel that the parents loved that child more than them and they should
have been the one to die. Their feelings are oftentimes diverse and can be complicated. 

Let them know that it is okay to talk to you.  If you wait for
them to come to you, they may not.  
Listen to them, reassure them, give them attention, and
hug them.  Let them know they are loved and their grief
counts.
Use simple, honest, age appropriate language.  
Reassure children that nothing they did or did not do, said
or did not say, was responsible for the death.  
Take care of yourself so that you can take care of the
child.  
Let them know it is okay to be upset, angry, or sad.                        
Give them safe outlets for their anger – a punching bag, a
pillow, paper to rip. 
Give children opportunities to help. 
Help children memorialize the person who died, draw
pictures, write notes, etc.  
Give them a journal or drawing pad.  Tell them this is for
them – they do not have to share anything they put into
the notebook unless they want to.  
Return to routines as much as possible.   
Ask children what they’d like from you.

Helping Children Grieve 

A child old enough to love is old enough to grieve.  Even
the smallest of babies know how to love. 

Understanding Your 
Child's Grief
Sheila Munafo-Kanoza, Founder and Executive Director

The following tips provide insight into how children grieve and how to support them (adapted from Alan Wolfelt, Ph.D.)  

8857 Cincinnati-Dayton Road Suite #002, West Chester, OH 45069
(513) 870-9108 | companionsonajourney.org

We're here for you.



Much of a young adult’s time is spent in school and this can be a
very lonely place. Though it is important to establish a normal
routine again, there may be times during a school day that the
student will not be able to cope or focus. Talk to their teachers.
Let them know how they are coping. Share important dates such
as the anniversary of a loved one's death, birthdays, milestone
events in their life; all which can cause grief moments. 
Many times young adults will turn to the opposite sex for comfort.  
They want to belong; they want someone who will care about
them. If a teen is dating someone and they break up during this
time it can cause the loss to be more profound.
When pain is felt, relief is sought. Young adults often give in to
pressures of drugs and alcohol. They need to know that this is
only a temporary means of escape and that it can and will cause
a deeper depression.They need to be guided to a way of opening
up and sharing their pain. 
The anniversary of a person’s death, their birthdays, and
holidays are important days and important to be remembered.
Grieving and mourning are important as they bring about healing.
They need a stable home environment.  They need to see their
family is doing their best to cope with their grief.  If this is not
happening in a reasonable time, seek professional help.  We
need to help the young adult feel a sense of family and
belonging.

They need to share in the grief process.  They need to be
included so that they don't feel isolated.
They need to be loved.
They need to be heard.
They need to be understood. Share with them about grief
and validate their feelings.  Let them know it is okay to cry. 
It is important to keep the doors of communication open.
Many times, the death of a friend can open wounds of grief
from the past. It is important to reach out to the student who
has suffered a death of a loved one, especially if their loved
one died in the same way.  Many people keep their grief
deep within until another death happens. Grief has a way of
ripping open old wounds.
Young adults need outward signs of support (hugs, a pat on
the back, etc.)—these are important physical forms of
support.
Re-establishment of routine and discipline is an important
way to provide security.  Inconsistency in family is very
typical during the first days following a death.
They need to know that they are not alone.
They may not want to talk about it.

When grief enters a teen's life, it can create a fear like no other.  Teenagers often feel invisible, overwhelmed, and frequently
become “forgotten grievers.”  Adolescence is one of the most difficult and confusing stages in life. It is a major time of transition
and subtle loss.  A young adult is saying good-bye to childhood and taking on new responsibilities. For many young adults their
lives are an emotional roller coaster; they are trying to establish their new identity and are working hard to gain their own
independence. If the death of a parent, a loved one, or a friend is added to their daily challenges of being a “normal” teenager, you
will most often find a frightened, confused, and isolated person.  There are few people that a teen can turn to for help.
 
As adults, we need to take advantage of the windows of opportunity, when they are willing to share their feeling and emotions. It
needs to be on their time schedule, when their emotions are present; not when it is a convenient time for us. 

Understanding Teen Grief
Sheila Munafo-Kanoza, Founder and Executive Director

Young adults needs are unique and listed below are some typical ones:

Remember, anyone touched by grief has had their life changed forever.  Grief takes time and no two people grieve the
same way.
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Because grief can be so painful and seem so overwhelming, it frightens us. Many people worry if they are
grieving the “right” way and wonder if the feelings they have are normal. Grief is like a roller coaster - it has
many ups and downs. It is ongoing, coming and going when you least expect it.  Listed below are some
grief reactions others have shared.  

How Do You React When Someone
You Love Dies?
Sheila Munafo-Kanoza, Founder and Executive Director of
Companions on a Journey

Tightness in the throat and heaviness in
the chest 
Crying at unexpected times
Sensing their loved one’s presence, like
finding themselves expecting the person
to walk in the door, hearing their voice or
seeing their face
An empty feeling in their stomach or a loss
of appetite 

Physical Responses:

Feeling restless and looking for activity,
but may find it difficult to concentrate 
Wandering aimlessly, being forgetful or
failing to finish things
Having difficulty sleeping and dreaming of
their loved one

Cognitive Responses

Feeling guilty at times and angry at others
or at the loved one who has died
Feeling as though the loss isn’t real, that it
didn’t happen 
Feeling guilty or angry over things that
happened or didn’t happen in the
relationship with the deceased
Noticing mood changes over the slightest
things 
Feeling the need to take care of other
people who seem uncomfortable around
them, by politely avoiding any discussion of
their feelings of loss
The need and desire to tell, re-tell and
remember things about the loved one and
the experience of their death

Emotional Responses

These are all normal grief responses.  It is important to cry when prompted and to share your feelings
with others. If you’re concerned or worried about your personal reactions to grief, please seek counseling. 
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Feeling as though the loss isn’t real, that it didn’t happen
Feeling guilty or angry over things that happened or didn’t
happen in the relationship with the deceased
Noticing mood changes over the slightest things
The need and desire to tell, re-tell and remember things about
the loved one and the experience of their death 

Tightness in the throat 
Heaviness in the chest 
Crying at unexpected times
Sensing their loved one’s presence

Finding themselves expecting the person to walk in the
door, hearing their voice or seeing their face

An empty feeling in their stomach or a loss of appetite 

Sometimes grief can be so painful and seem so overwhelming, it frightens us. Many people worry if
they are grieving the “right” way and wonder if the feelings they have are normal. Grief is like a roller
coaster - it has many ups and downs. It is ongoing, coming and going when you least expect it.  

Listed below are some grief reactions others have shared. 

Physical Responses

Feeling restless 
Trying to stay busy
Difficulty in concentrating
Wandering aimlessly, being forgetful or failing to finish things
Having difficulty sleeping and dreaming of their loved one 

Cognitive Responses

Emotional Responses

These are all normal grief responses.  It is important to cry when prompted and to share your
feelings with others. If you’re concerned or worried about your personal reactions to grief, please
seek counseling. 

How Do You React When Someone You Love Dies?



Our condolences and prayers are with each of you as you grieve the loss of your baby. There
are no words to ease the pain of losing a child. The grief of a bereaved parent is like no other. It
often is the loss of hopes and dreams.

"After the scan where we were told our baby had died, I didn't want to go home. I did not want to
walk into the place where I had stood several hours before, full of hopes and dreams. I wanted to go
somewhere where we could rewind time, somewhere we could change what we had just been told."
- Zoe Clark-Coates

Perinatal loss may leave us searching for meaning, often sending us into a spiral of questions. We
ask ‘Why?’ We may ruminate on the should-of’s, the could-of’s, the would-of’s.  At times, this can
leave us struggling with anger, yearning, depression, self-blame, resentment, and uncertainty.

We want you to know that you are not alone in this journey. We recognize that each person’s grief
journey is unique. The information that follows contains tips on how to address grief and create a
balance. Please consider attending our pregnancy and infant loss support group, Footprints on our
Hearts.

Please, do not hesitate to reach out to us.  It is our privilege to walk this journey with you. 

Footprints on Our Hearts
Support for Pregnancy & Infant Loss 

You're in our hearts.

Companions on a Journey
With love,

Remembering today and always...

No matter how small the feet, the footprints in our lives are as big as the love in our heart.



Grief is not a sign of weakness.  It is a natural response. 
 
Avoiding grief only postpones recovery.  Grief can be delayed for years, but not denied. 
 
Each person will handle grief differently.  No two people grieve the same. While some can handle the death of a
loved one with minimal disruptions to their day, many may find it quite debilitating. Recognize your grief and do not
minimize it. The grief of a bereaved parent is like no other. It is the loss of hopes, dreams, and identity. 
 
Communicate how you are feeling to your partner.  There might be differences in how you and your partner
express your grief. This does not mean they are not struggling with the death.  It is important to be open and not hide
how you feel from one another.  

Unresolved grief can lead to emotional and physical problems, drug abuse, absenteeism and even self-harm. It
affects relationships within the family and at work. Encourage one another to find productive ways to unpack and share
your grief. 
 
Begin with one day, one hour, or even one moment at a time. As tempting as it may be to avoid your grief, it’s
important to walk through it and not around it. Grief kept inside often creates emotional blockage, resulting in protective
walls and further isolation from the loving support of those around us. At its worst, unresolved grief can trigger
depression or even physical illness. 
 
Experiencing a wide range of emotions is normal. People aren’t always prepared for the emotional, physical and
spiritual pain that follows death. You may experience powerful emotions such as shock, disbelief, anger, guilt,
yearning, depression, and even difficulty concentrating or making decisions. Feeling overwhelmed, lack motivation, or
unable to sleep are normal grief reactions. Share your grief with someone. 
 
Be patient with yourself.  Grief takes time - a lot more time, in fact, than most people expect. You may find it difficult
to concentrate on completing your work. It’s important to share how you’re feeling with your family, your friends and
your colleagues.  
 
It is normal for grief to resurface.  It is common to re-experience waves of emotions at certain times of the year.
Anniversary grief reactions might surface on your baby’s date of death, on the expected date of delivery, on the actual
birthday, or on seeing an infant of the same age and gender as your baby. Be patient with yourself and continue to
communicate your needs and emotions. 

Be Upfront. Talk to your boss or your HR supervisor about any struggles you’re experiencing.

Ask for what you need. Explain that you will do your best, but that you may need to take a break or may need

to re-adjust your schedule. 

Discuss a place where you can go when grief blindsides you. Everyone needs a safe space.

Routine and structure can be helpful. Often structure can be grounding when everything else in life feels off-

balance. The trick is to stay busy, but not too busy. Finding the right balance is key.

Don’t underestimate how much your co-workers care. While everyone grieves differently and on their own

timeline, this is a time when it’s important to reach out to one another. Sometimes admitting that you’re

struggling will open the door for co-workers to do the same.

CREATING A BALANCE
Helpful Tips to Remember as You Grieve 
_____________________________________________

WHEN GRIEF IMPACTS YOUR WORK

Don't hesitate to reach out to a licensed behavioral health provider. Sometimes, counseling provides the
necessary support to help you on your grief journey.



Dealing with grief after the death of your baby:
https://www.marchofdimes.org/complications/dealing-with-grief-after-the-death-of-your-baby.aspx

Ways to memorialize your baby:
https://www.verywellfamily.com/miscarriage-memorial-ideas-2371717

Online and local support resources information and counselling/support group locator:
http://nationalshare.org/heal/

Age-appropriate tips on how to talk to your children about miscarriage and still birth:
https://whatsyourgrief.com/how-to-talk-to-children-about-miscarriage-stillbirth/

How to support your children after the death of a miscarried or infant sibling:
https://www.sands.org.uk/sites/default/files/
•AW%20SUPPORTING%20CHILDREN%20211113%20LR%20SP%20LINKED.pdf 

Platforms to share your story to raise awareness, honor your baby, and connect with others:
http://facesofloss.com/
https://www.aftertalk.com/

Support and connection when going through a pregnancy following the loss of a baby:
pregnancyafterlosssupport.com

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Helpful Websites to Explore

_____________________________________________

Footprints on Our Hearts
Pregnancy and Infant Loss Support Group
This program offers support to parent(s) who have suffered the loss of a baby through miscarriage or early infant death.
7:00 PM - 8:00 PM, 3rd Thursday of the Month, September – May 
Registration Required

Mending Hearts
This program provides offers community support for children, teens and families grieving the loss of a loved one. 
6:30 PM - 7:30 PM, 2nd Thursday of the Month, September - May
Registration Required 

Individual and Family Counseling Available
Please call us or email catrina@companionsonajourney.org for details and to schedule.

COJ Grief Groups & Contact

8857 Cincinnati-Dayton Road Suite #002, West Chester, OH 45069
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Our condolences and prayers are with each of you as you grieve for your friend. 

There are no words to ease the pain of losing a child. The grief of a bereaved parent is like no
other. It is the loss of hopes, dreams, and identity.

A challenging factor in neonatal/perinatal loss is there are little to no direct life experiences with the
baby, which can leave individuals struggling with anger, yearning, depression, self-blame,
resentment, and uncertainty.

The page that follows provides you with tangible ways to honor you friends' grief, while helping
them create a new balance.  Connectedness is a key aspect of wellness. Your compassionate
response to the death of your friends' baby will make a crucial difference in their grief journey as it
lets them know they are not alone.  

Please, do not hesitate to reach out to us.  You will find our contact information and our information
on our Pregnancy and Infant Loss Grief Group on the next page.

Offering Support to a Friend or
Family Member Grieving the Loss 
of a Pregnancy or Infant

You're in our hearts.

Companions on a Journey
With love,

Your support makes a difference.

You sat through the tears
and held my hand
Listened to the pain
Didn't need to understand

You walked towards me when others turned away
Always willing to stay

Whether crying or laughing
A true friend from the start
Because of your love
You will always be in my heart."

-Tanya Lohl



"At least they didn't suffer"
"Everything happens for a reason" or "It was God's will"
"Look at how blessed you are with other children"
"You can have another baby"

Acknowledge their baby’s death. Use their child’s name if one has been chosen.

Do not try to minimize their grief with words. No words will ease their pain.  When you don’t know what to say, just simply
say, “I cannot begin to know your pain.” If you’ve suffered the death of a baby, then you know the heartache of being a
bereaved parent; however, you do not know the sorrow which lies in their hearts.  Knowing they’re not alone will help them.

Words to avoid. Words can inflict hurt or bring healing. Be sensitive about how you talk about their baby’s death.
Bereaved parents have shared that the following phrases offered them little consolation, minimized their baby's death,
and plunged them further into grief:

Listen without judgement. Be sensitive to your friend's feelings and allow them the opportunity to share about their
baby's death, while expressing how they feel.  Don't be afraid to cry with or in front of them.  Tears can be very healing
for a bereaved parent. Supportive listening is worth a thousand words. 

Connect. Regular check-ins with friends during the initial weeks of grief are really important. Help them avoid
becoming isolated or withdrawn by encouraging others to reach out as well.  Building a strong sense of community can
be very healing to those experiencing feelings of loss and grief. Remember some of the most difficult days for them will
be their baby’s birthday, death day, and due date.  Sending them a card, calling or visiting them on these days is a
great way to show support in these tender moments

Support. Ask what you can do to help them. If they don't know how, here are some ideas you can offer: provide a
meal, grocery shop, run errands, help clean, or babysit if they have other children.  If your friend is a coworker, you
may need to help support bereaved employees by redistributing a portion of their workload as they find their balance.

Show Concern. Understand the warning signs of grief and be patient with one another. If you notice your friend
withdrawing or becoming more emotional than usual, consider reaching out to them directly or let your HR director
know about your concerns if they are a coworker and you are not comfortable approaching them directly.

Be patient. Grief is not a sign of weakness or lack of faith. It tends to last longer than society recognizes. Your
friendship makes a big difference!

CREATING A BALANCE
Helpful Tips to Remember as You Grieve _____________________________________________

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
_____________________________________________

Footprints on Our Hearts
Pregnancy and Infant Loss Group
This program offers support to parent(s) who have suffered the loss of a baby through miscarriage or perinatal loss.
7:00 PM - 8:00 PM, 3rd Thursday of the Month, September – May 
Registration Required

Mending Hearts
This program provides peer support for children 3-18 years old and families experiencing the loss of a loved one. 
6:30 PM - 7:30 PM, 2nd Thursday of the Month, September - May
Registration Required 

Individual and Family Counseling Available
Please call us or email catrina@companionsonajourney.org for details and to schedule.

COJ Grief Groups & Contact

8857 Cincinnati-Dayton Road Suite #002, West Chester, OH 45069
(513) 870-9108 | companionsonajourney.org

We're here for you.



For many survivors of suicide, there is a power of connection found with other survivors.  It is important when dealing with the
grief that follows a loved one’s death, to push yourself to get out and seek the help that you need. It is not a time to be alone in
life, but rather to surround yourself with life. Relief is found when a person can talk openly about suicide. A critical part for many
survivors has been finding a “Surviving after Suicide” grief support group where there are no walls of stigma and understanding
can be found. A support group provides a safe place where survivors can come and share their experience and support one
another. Knowing there are others who understand the nightmare that you may be enduring can help in knowing that they are
not alone and help them to take the next step to recovery.

Some survivors attend a support group almost immediately, while others may wait for years. Some attend for a year or two and
then go only occasionally (such as the particularly difficult days; birthdays, anniversaries, holidays, etc.). In the beginning, it
takes time to feel comfortable.  However, sharing your sorrows allows you to be able to work through what has happened. Many
times in our grief, our lifelong friends disappear. They may not know what to say or do or may feel uncomfortable. In a support
group, fellow survivors often begin new friendships based on a common thread of understanding the pain and tragedy that your
hearts have felt through the tragic loss of suicide.

Coping with the Grief That
Suicide Brings
Sheila Munafo-Kanoza, Founder and Executive Director

Finding a Power of Connection

People want to understand the many aspects of their grief and they want to find hope. These groups are not meant to take the
place of professional counseling rather they are to be used in conjunction with one another.

Suicide is the 4th leading cause of death for ages 35-54 and is the 2nd leading cause of death for ages 10-34 year of
age.  For every one death by suicide, there are 25 who attempt suicide and 100-200 young adults who are thinking of attempting
suicide. For every death, there are about 18 people immediately affected. According to Centers For Disease Control and
Prevention, adults age 65+ account for 53.7 percent of all suicides per year. Men who are 65 and older face the highest risk of
suicide, while adults 85 and older, regardless of gender, are the second most likely age group to die from suicide.

ASPECTS OF ADULT GRIEF

There is no time for them to prepare mentally or emotionally.
There was no time for good-byes; bereaved often share they didn’t get to say good-bye and that they will never have
the chance to say good-bye or that they loved them.
Due to the shock and related stress those left behind may be unable to develop coping strategies.
There is the shock; they cannot wrap their mind around what has happened.
There is the disbelief and the big question of “WHY?”
They struggle with guilt; they may feel guilty for the way they acted; for harsh words; or for what they didn’t say.
There’s the anger; “How could this have happened to me?”
There’s the depression; “How can they survive?”
There’s the STIGMA; “What will people think?”
Individuals may feel responsible for their loved one’s death and think that they somehow could have prevented it.
It’s important to look for the windows of opportunity; many times, bereaved just want to be listened to.
They keep busy to avoid their loss which puts them at greater risk for long term resolution. This type of response
doesn’t always have negative results; however, it can delay their healing process.

With Suicide:

_____________________________________



BEYOND SURVIVING

Know you can survive; you may not think so, but you can.
Struggle with “why” it happened until you no longer need to know “why” or until YOU are satisfied with partial
answers.
Know you may feel overwhelmed by the intensity of your feelings but that all your feelings are normal.
Anger, guilt, confusion, forgetfulness are common responses. You are not crazy, you are in mourning.
Be aware you may feel appropriate anger at the person, at the world, at God, at yourself. It’s okay to express it.
You may feel guilty for what you think you did or did not do. Guilt can turn into regret, through forgiveness.
Having suicidal thoughts is common. It does not mean that you will act on those thoughts.
Remember to take one moment or one day at a time.
Find a good listener with whom to share. Call someone if you need to talk.
Don’t be afraid to cry. Tears are healing.
Give yourself time to heal.
Remember, the choice was not yours. No one is the sole influence on another’s life.
Expect setbacks. If emotions return like a tidal wave, you may only be experiencing a remnant of grief, an
unfinished piece.
Try to put off major decisions.
Give yourself permission to get professional help.
Be aware of the pain in your family and friends.
Be patient with yourself and others who may not understand.
Set your own limits and learn to say no.
Steer clear of people who want to tell you what or how to feel.
Know that there are support groups that can be helpful, such as Compassionate Friends or Survivors of Suicide
groups. If not, ask a professional to start one.
Call on your personal faith to help you through.
It is common to experience physical reaction to your grief, e.g. headaches, loss of appetite, inability to sleep.
The willingness to laugh with other and at yourself is healing.
Wear out your questions, anger, guilt, or other feelings until you can let them go. Letting go doesn’t mean
forgetting.
Know that you will never be the same again, but you can survive and even go beyond just surviving.
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By: Iris M. Bolton

Suggestions for Survivors|

I Don't Know Why
By: Iris M. Bolton

I don’t know why…

I’ll never know why…

I don’t have to know why…

I don’t like it…

I don’t have to like it…

What I do have to do is make a

choice about my living.

What I do want to do is to

accept it and go on living.

The choice is mine.

I can go on living, valuing every

moment in a way I never did

before,

Or I can be destroyed by it and

in turn, destroy others.

I thought I was immortal, that

my children and my family

were also,

That tragedy happened only

to others…

But I know now that life is

tenuous and valuable.

And I choose to go on living,

making the most of the time I

have,

Valuing my family and friends

in a way I never experienced

before.
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We know that the support of friends and family can make a difference in the bereaved person’s capacity to
manage the experience.  Here are some ways to support your friends and loved ones who are
grieving a loss due to suicide. 

How to Support a Person
Bereaved By Suicide
Adapted from Jesuit Social Services

"Hope in knowing that their memory will remain with us forever".

Important Considerations with Suicide Deaths
Many people bereaved by suicide feel alone and isolated. 
The silence that surrounds the issue of suicide can complicate the experience. 
Because of the social stigma surrounding suicide, people feel the pain of the loss, yet may not believe
they are allowed to express it.
Maintaining a strong social support network is important. Grief is challenging and a network of
friends and family can make it much easier. 
Don't be surprised or alarmed by the intensity of their feelings. They may be overwhelmed by intense
feelings of grief often when they least expect it. 
Intense feelings can come in waves and knowing that each wave will subside can make it easier to
provide support. 
Accept that they may be struggling with troubling emotions (such as guilt, fear, anger and shame),
well beyond what they will have experienced previously. 
What we have learned from bereaved people is that they need compassion, recognition and
validation of their experience. 

The Bereaved Need: 
Someone to listen to them.
Non-judgmental support. 
An opportunity to tell the story over and over again. 
A safe and supportive environment. 
To be able to express their grief in their own way. 



What to Say
Many people feel awkward and nervous when first spending time with a suicide bereaved person. It
will take some time to learn how to respond. It is okay to feel awkward but you don’t need to let it prevent
you showing support. Sometimes just listening with an empathetic ear is the best approach.

Try not to say ‘committed’ suicide. This harks back to a time when suicide was a crime and some.
Bereaved people find it distressing. You can say died by suicide, took their life, or completed suicide.
Avoid the use of clichés and platitudes to try and comfort by saying things like ‘you’re so strong’, ‘time
will heal’, ‘he’s at peace now’, ‘you have other children’, or ‘I know how you feel.’ While well intentioned,
they rarely comfort and can leave the bereaved person feeling misunderstood and more isolated. 
Don’t avoid the subject of suicide. This can create a barrier, making it hard for them to discuss personal
issues later. 
Avoid simplistic explanations for the suicide. Suicide is very complex and there are usually many
contributing factors.
Listen and hear their experience. 
Be truthful, honest and aware of your limitations: acknowledge if you don’t understand or know how to
react to what they are going through. 
Say the name of the person who has died and talk about them. Not saying their name can leave the
bereaved feeling as though the one who died is being forgotten or dismissed. 
Ask "How are you getting along?" and then really listen to the response. Stay and hear and try to
understand. Allow the person to say whatever they need however difficult and complex it is.

Knowing what to say to the bereaved can be the biggest challenge. A few guidelines are listed
below: 

What to do

Practical support 
Remember that this type of bereavement is long-term and you will not be able to ‘fix’ it or make it go away.
People need assistance and support, usually for a long period of time as they come to terms with what has
happened. Try to help attend to the things that might get left behind during this difficult period. For example,
helping to look after children or cook meals occasionally. Many bereaved people will find it difficult to ask
for assistance and they may also have difficulty making decisions or identifying ways you can assist. 

Emotional support 
Be aware that your friend is having a hard time. Respect their right to grieve and accept the intensity of the
grief. Allow them to grieve in the way that is most comfortable for them and provide support that is helpful. 

There are varying types of support that can be provided during this time both practical and emotional. 



What to do (cont.)

Contact the person when you hear of the death.
Maintain contact personally or by telephone, notes, cards. Visits need not be long. 
LISTEN: This is possibly the most important thing you can do. 
Invite them to talk about the person who has died, mention the person’s name, ask to see photos, share
stories. 
Accept their behavior – crying, being quiet, laughing. Allow expressions of anger, guilt and blame. 
Offer specific practical help, such as bringing in a cooked meal, taking care of the children, cutting the
grass, and shopping. 
Be patient. People may need to tell their story over and over again without interruption or judgement.
Include children and young people in the grieving process and be aware that they may have particular
need for support. 
Be aware of and acknowledge special times that might be significant, and particularly difficult, for the
bereaved person such as Christmas, anniversaries, birthdays, Father’s Day, Mother’s Day etc. 
Realize your feelings of awkwardness and helplessness are normal. Listening to and ‘being with’ the
person who is grieving can be a wonderful support.
Look after yourself. Set limits as you need. To support a grieving person, you need to maintain your own
wellbeing. 

Some other suggestions… 
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Not everyone's grief feels the same. Grief comes in many different
shapes and sizes. It's okay to cry and laugh, as well as to feel
happy or sad. Some days may feel great, some days may feel sad,
and some days may be just okay. All of these feelings are normal.

When we're missing our loved ones, sometimes our minds
disconnect and get a little scrambled. It can be hard to remember
and focus - at home, at work, at school, or even with friends. 

Grief never goes away, it just gets a little easier. As your grief
gets easier, there will be days that feel more normal.  This doesn't
mean that you don't miss your loved one. Creating a new normal
is okay!

Creating a Balance With Our Grief

Grief Is Unique 

Grief Takes Time
We may take steps forward or backward on our grief journey.
Grief has no order and emotions may come and go.

Grief Affects Our Minds & Feelings

Creating a New Normal

Grief is Like a Slinky
Life is never perfectly balanced. We have our ups
and downs. When you need to find your balance,
grab your slinky and take a DEEP breath. 

We're here for you.
8857 Cincinnati-Dayton Road, Suite #002 | West Chester, OH 45069

513.870.9108 | companionsonajourney.org 



MENDING HEARTS FOR GRIEVING
CHILDREN, TEENS & FAMILIES 

Community support for
children, teens and families
grieving the loss of a loved one

Companions on a Journey provides ongoing support for the bereaved - one child, one teen, one adult, one
family at a time, surrounding them with HOPE, STRENGTH, and HEALING as they create their new life
balance. We believe you're never too old or too young to benefit from the compassionate, healing support of
community. That's why we offer a variety of monthly school and community-based support groups to meet
each person wherever they are on their grief journey.  All groups are facilitated by trained professionals and
volunteers with similar loss experiences.

 

Restoring balance - one child, one teen, one adult, one family at a time.

Companions on a Journey's Grief Support Groups*

YOUNG WIDOWED & NEW
BEGINNINGS WIDOWED GROUPS

Peer support for those who
have lost a spouse

2nd & 4th Wed. of month,
Sept-May, 7-8PM
Young Widowed is designed
for those 20-60 years of age
New Beginnings  is designed
for those age 60 and over

2nd Thurs. of month,
Sept-May
6:30-7:30PM

 
FOOTPRINTS ON OUR HEARTS

HOPE & HEALING AFTER
SUICIDE LOSS

Compassionate community for
any adult who has had a loved
one die by suicide

1st Tues. of month
7-8PM

UNDERSTANDING YOUR GRIEF

Support for adults who have
suffered the death of a loved
one

2nd Tues. of month,
Sept-May
7-8PM

YOUNG ADULT
SUPPORT GROUP

Support for young adults ages
18-29 years of age who have
suffered the death of a loved one
or friend

1st Monday of month
7-8PM

GRIEF TO PEACE
Spring Grove Funeral Homes

Open grief group hosted by The
Spring Grove Funeral Home
and facilitated by Companions
on a Journey

3rd Tues. of month 
6-7PM

COVID-19 Support Group
4th Tues. of month
6-7:30PM

BEREAVED PARENT GROUP

Peer group for parents who have
suffered the death of a child,
regardless of age at death

1st & 3rd Wed. of month,
Sept-May
7-8PM 

CHILDREN AND TEENS IN GRIEF
ONGOING SCHOOL PROGRAM

This program provides ongoing
support and crisis response to
bereaved children and teens in
40+ schools on a monthly basis.

COJ meets a child on their grief
journey and supports them
through graduation.

Registration required.  Please call or visit our website to register for a group. 
 *Groups will meet virtually until we can safely resume in-person group support.

Individual/Family Facilitation & Orientation Available

__________ __________

__________ __________ __________

__________ __________ __________

__________

Support for parents who have
suffered the death of a child
through miscarriage or early
infant death.

3rd Thurs. of month
7-8PM

8857 Cincinnati-Dayton Road, Suite #002 | West Chester, OH 45069
________________________________________

513.870.9108 | companionsonajourney.org
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